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 Abstract: In this article people can learn how to deal with reading materials. They 

help to reduce the time in order to find exact meaning to given text. Therefore, 

learners can improve reading skills, strategies to make sense of the text.             

Аннотация: В этой статье люди могут научиться обращаться с материалами 

для чтения. Они помогают сократить время, чтобы найти точное значение 

для данного текста. Таким образом, учащиеся могут улучшить навыки 

чтения, стратегии, чтобы понять текст. 

 Key words: Reading, text, method, comprehend, analyse, summarizing, 

sequencing, inferencing, comparing and contrasting, problem solving. 

      It is known that, learning how to read things written in English important to 

above the age of 10,cause today almost all country are paying seriously attention to 

learning English language. Due to English is useful by many branches as 

communication language round the world and shared with commercial, political 

and cultural factors among countries. Reading is one of the essential way to carry 

out ESL students to English speaking world. That is almost vital skill to beginners, 

if they learn properly it will effect more profitable than just read the theme. That’s 

why, anything from vocabulary growth to performance across from all subjects at 

school is linked to reading ability. ESL learners always have difficulties from 

different subject concepts because they cannot comprehend the textbooks for them. 

ESLs at all levels of English expertising, and literacy, will profit from clear 

instruction of understanding skills along with other skills. Here we take into 

consideration some steps which are profitable learn English by reading. 
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 1. Summarizing. It is the way of giving only main points to something, but not 

details. It helps students learn to discover essential ideas and consolidate vital 

details that support them. Students learn how to focus on ideas which are given in 

reading texts, teachers can explain them to pay attention to key words, structures, 

phrases and idioms are these worth to remember and write in own brain note. In 

this reading method will be profitable if it is used by some stages as: What is the 

essential idea of this text? In which part given supportive ideas to find main point? 

Which points are not necessary and not related to important meaning? Learners 

should take into consideration into key words used in given text. Summarizing is 

demonstrated by these positions and they will help to learners to study more 

English by reading  

2. Sequencing. That skill is also support students to comprehend what they read. 

Sequencing analyse text into three parts: introduction as beginning, main-body part 

as middle and conclusion as end. Related step help learners to gain ability to retell 

events in order in which they occurred. The ability of sequence actions in given 

text as comprehension skills, especially in small texts. If we pay attention to story 

sequence’s usage it will effect to students in individually, with small groups and 

whole class group settings. It is also important component of problem-solving 

among a lot of subjects. 

 3. Inferencing. Inference takes part using what you know to make a guess about 

what you do not know, or reading with lines. That step of method support students 

usage of guessing technique and encourage them to more adding critical ideas, 

better understanding and enjoying in given text. Making interference help learners 

to figure out which is correctly given or not mentioned idea. Proficient learners use 

their brain and knowledge to comprehend given text and they make conclusions, 

critical judgments. Then it will occur the form of conclusions, predictions and 

fresh opinions. 
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 4. Comparing and contrasting. This factor of reading passage is needs in 

comparing similarities and differences in ideas which are given in the text. It is 

known that development strategy which abovementioned is often used in writing, 

but it has also profitable parts which we can use them in process of finding exact 

solutions from confusing points or order to show differences and same kinds. 

Comparing and contrasting is also used as brainstorming.  

5. Problem-solving. As we know reading is essentially problem solving task. 

Understanding what you read and focus of given ideas from the passage are also 

dealing the problem or difficult situation. Problem-solving strategy includes 

factors: – effort requiring is a serious attempt to find exact solution. –Planning is 

the process of deciding in detail how to do something before you actually start to 

do it. 

 • Self monitoring is the process of checking whether individuals or firms are 

actually behaving as they should. 

 • Strategy selection is the action or fact of carefully choosing someone or 

something as being the best or most suitable the action or fact of carefully 

choosing someone or something as being the best or most suitable  

• Reflection is the throwing back by a body or surface of light, heat, or sound 

without absorbing it. From all we can conclude that, reading methods are which 

abovementioned very useful and methodological helpful for both learners and 

instructors to encourage them fully comprehend given text. Improving reading 

methods will shorten unnecessary learning time and they help focus on ideas while 

reading. They will increase students’ grade of comprehending and concentration 

and after effects of these methods any kind of learner can reach the high 

understanding of reading materials.  
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